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A TECHNOLOGYORIENTED RETAILER

Being a leader in innovative technologies is one of M.Video–Eldorado’s key
strengths that we are counting on as part of our medium-term strategy
to double the size of the business to RUB 1 trillion. Proven IT capabilities
and a high level of digitalization of business processes enable the Group to
create the best shopping experience and offer unique services using the
OneRetail platform, while also ensuring customer loyalty, vendor and partner
engagement, and superior operational efficiency. Since its foundation, the
Company has accomplished a lot by pioneering the market and constantly
innovating—in terms of technology, its business model and its approach to
market consolidation. And over nearly the last 30 years, it has grown into a
mighty force. We are constantly innovating with a wide range of technologies:
from machine learning algorithms to biometrics and blockchain.
In 2020, our IT team accomplished a major task: ensuring that the Group’s
online platform continued to operate reliably as the volume of transactions
through mobile applications and websites surged (mobile platform turnover
soared by 150% to RUB 154 billion, and web platform turnover increased by 76%
to RUB 146 billion during the year). The Group also rapidly launched and further
developed digital services to improve the shopping experience, including a video
consultation service and contactless payment methods. In addition, when
restrictions were imposed due to COVID-19, our IT team acted quickly to ensure
that central office employees could work reliably and securely from home.
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Technology: the foundation of the OneRetail platform
OneRetail is an integrated IT platform that helps to identify customers from
the first moment they engage with the Group, regardless of sales channel,
and to create the best experience for them at every step along the way to
making a purchase.
OneRetail was built based on software systems that use a data
management platform and customer profiles to provide seamless access
to the information that each customer needs: from potentially interesting
products and promotions to delivery options and purchasing merchandise on
credit. The Group interacts with customers via a mobile platform that uses
the integrated interfaces of customer and in-store consultant applications.
We believe the OneRetail platform is structured in such a way that it
could be converted to another business, including outside the consumer
electronics segment, although this is at the moment beyond our current
strategy.
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DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION OF
M.VIDEO–ELDORADO GROUP
In recent years, we have invested heavily in developing IT,
thereby creating extensive, highly reliable infrastructure
that supports work with large data streams in all key
business functions.

Strong technological platform
processing sizable data
ERP
>1k transaction types
~30k users

LOGISTICS
>36k shipments daily

POS
>200k tickets

SUPPLIERS
>2k offers daily

CRM
>15 mln clients
>3.5 bln messages sent
annually

FULFILMENT
8 SAP EWM-powered warehouses

Key areas for digital transformation

Key areas for digital transformation

DIGITAL ENVIRONMENT

DIGITAL PRODUCTS AND PROJECTS

PEOPLE
Development of internal technological capabilities

DEVELOPMENT OF THE ONERETAIL PLATFORM AND COMMON SPACE

PROCESSES
Adaptation of support processes

• Bringing the offline experience online and vice versa, integrating
customer and consultant apps
• Service personalization, an AI-powered offer

~500 trucks daily

TECHNOLOGIES
Increased flexibility and reliability of the IT landscape

• Migration of Eldorado to the OneRetail tech stack
FULFILLMENT AND LOGISTICS
• High fulfillment speed, order tracking tools, AI tools in logistics
CUTTING-EDGE PRODUCT RANGE AND MARKETPLACE

However, the accelerated development of the OneRetail platform and transition
of the retail business online require even greater efficiency and flexibility in rolling
out new IT solutions to the market. For us, these challenges mean that we need
to evolve as a full-fledged technology retailer, one that uses IT best practices in
customer service and all business processes.

• Effective product range management, pricing and promotions
using AI
BACK OFFICE
• Process digitalization, development of data analytics

The Group is currently carrying out an ambitious digital transformation program,
while also restructuring its corporate culture, IT architecture and approaches
to software development on the basis of three principles: integration of
technologies into all business processes, decision-making based on data
analytics and the technological development of all key functions.
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Technological thinking: the new corporate mentality
Development of internal technological capabilities
In 2020, we made the strategic decision that all software used to support the
OneRetail platform and create a competitive advantage for our business would
be developed in-house. This approach requires bolstering internal resources
and capabilities in new developments. This year, we plan to double the number
of IT specialists and increase the share of spending on in-house software
development to more than 50%, compared with 23% in 2020. In the medium
term, we plan to increase this figure to around 70%.

The launch of the OneRetail model requires us to realign our corporate
culture and shift towards technological thinking among all team members:
sales consultants, business function and back-office employees, as well
as all management. We are committed to ensuring that our in-store retail
staff serves as the vehicle for our approach to integrating online and offline
shopping experiences, and our central-office staff is effective in cross-teaming
with an agile approach. In an effort to ensure the Group’s employees are
developing digital capabilities and skills, we have created and are expanding the
Digital Academy, a center of competency and new knowledge in technology.

A company built on data
One key focus of the Group’s digital transformation is to develop as a datadriven company and integrate data analysis into decision-making at all levels.
We are committed to making machine learning an integral part of product
teams and technology services, and ensuring that data tools are used widely
throughout core business and back-office functions.

Tech / IT Employees
Dec 2021
Aug 2021
Apr 2021
Dec 2020

+250
+250
487

>1,000

Share of in-house software development spending1
2021
2020

23%

53%

One significant change for us will be the transition from implementing individual
IT projects to an approach based on product teams. These are being created
at the level of the M.Video and Eldorado brands and key business functions,
including the commercial unit, logistics, finance and IT. A product team consists
of members of different business units and IT Department employees (business
analysts, developers and data scientists, among others). Software products
are developed in accordance with agile principles, with common goals and
performance metrics set for all team members.
In 2021, as part of our digital transformation, we plan to transition our
leadership in innovative change, including in IT products, to business functions.
We will also further scale the product approach and create new product teams,
including in the Eldorado brand, as well as in finance and HR.

Data processing culture
and qualifications

Competence centers
for creating ML solutions
• Machine learning should become
an integral part of both product teams
and tech services

• HR support for training employees to work
with data (in all aspects, from analytics
to security)

• Main objectives: move people out
of routines, develop basic cognitive
tasks (reduce costs) and create a new
experience using algorithms (increase
revenues)

• Developing capabilities to work with new
products

Data-driven
COMPANY

Data and tools for working with it should be
available for analytics by the operational business,
product teams and analysts

Data
platform

Add value to Company data
using external data

Added value through
external data

1 Share of expenses for in-house software development in the total IT budget in accordance with the plan.
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A flexible and reliable IT landscape
In an effort to enhance the flexibility and reliability of the Group’s IT landscape,
we continue to reshape our IT architecture using a microservice approach,
are developing a data platform and products based on machine learning and
are implementing projects in information security and the transition to cloud
infrastructure.
The Group is assembling a modern microservice platform built on hundreds
of independent components (services). This approach involves supporting
independent competing front-end products (mobile apps and websites) and
common back-end systems used by both of the Group’s brands, including
the logistics, finance, IT and HR modules. A microservices-based architecture

INCREASING
THE FLEXIBILITY
AND RELIABILITY
OF THE
IT LANDSCAPE

In 2020, the Group transitioned to using cloud services as the basic
infrastructure for digital products. In addition, as part of our goal of making
our IT infrastructure more resilient, we plan to lease a new data processing
center in 2021 and transfer to it IT systems that are critical to sales. These
include the M.Video and Eldorado customer mobile apps and websites, as
well as the consultant app and CRM systems. In doing so, the Group plans to
fully eliminate any risks to continuous business operations.

DRIVER

WHY?

WHAT’S NEXT?

Realign the architecture and
develop flexible canonical services

• Architecture and flexible
services

Providing the ability to create
digital products quickly,
autonomously, efficiently
and competently

• Data processing

As an integral part of creating
services in digital products

Develop a data platform as well
as ML/AI services and products

• Production process

Enabling changes to be made
reliably and rapidly

Build a target process for IT
systems and move product
teams to common tools and
standards

• Information security

Support the business in the secure
introduction of new technologies

Enhance the security of products,
data and IT infrastructure

Promote technologies and
investment in business value rather
than the commodity infrastructure
of products

Use cloud services as the
underlying infrastructure for
digital products

• Cloud infrastructure
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helps to rapidly respond to the demands of the business by adapting current
products, while ensuring that applications run quickly and smoothly as
workloads grow.

Bolstering the IT function
In 2020, the Group continued to strengthen and develop the IT
function based on the goals for digital business transformation.
In August, Alexander Sokolovsky, former Managing Director at
SberDevices (part of Sberbank’s ecosystem), was appointed CIO
of M.Video–Eldorado. The CIO’s main objectives include formulating
and implementing the IT strategy, supporting the Group’s digital
transformation and developing IT architecture, mobile products and
services based on data analysis.
Last year, the IT Department established six technology competency
centers, which supply IT specialists for product teams in IT
architecture development, software development, and data analysis
and machine learning.
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DATA ANALYTICS AND
MACHINE LEARNING
Recommender services and personalization

M.Video–Eldorado uses data analytics and machine
learning tools extensively to create innovative and
personalized shopping experiences, as well as to improve
operational efficiency and cut costs.

Creating predictive models for personalization in the consumer electronics
segment requires extensive research and experimentation, as well as innovative
approaches to working with data and algorithms due to the wide range and low
frequency of purchases. Nevertheless, the team at M.Video–Eldorado’s Data
Science Center has successfully introduced models that can:
• predict customers’ susceptibility to different types of promotional tools
(accruing bonus rubles, discounts or purchases by installments);
• determine interest in purchases in certain product categories;
• recommend accessories, consumables and replacement products.

The Group has created a Data Science Center that develops solutions
based on data analysis and machine learning algorithms in numerous areas:
communicating with customers, creating personalized offers and working with
the product range and promotional plan. In 2020, the center’s team more than
tripled in size, from 20 to 75 people.

Using these models across various customer touchpoints (marketing
campaigns, the mobile app, website and retail) enables the Group to
personalize the shopping experience and interaction, as well as increase
conversion rates and the average ticket.

GEOGRAPHY

The center’s key achievements in 2020 were:
• developing and introducing solutions for customer analytics and
recommender services across all touchpoints with customers:
the mobile app and website, contact center and seller apps
• creating a competency center to develop solutions for assortment
planning, pricing management and promotions; a newly developed
in-house pricing solution was introduced in late 2020, and product
assortment planning and promo solutions will be launched in 2021
• introducing a chatbot for the M.Video website and application,
which automates around 30% of customer queries on several
different topics
• implementing pilot solutions for video analytics in stores, which
help to assess customer engagement regarding different product
categories and improve service quality by analyzing queues and
individual shopper behavior

SOCIAL
DEMOGRAPHICS

PURCHASES

COMMUNICATIONS
HISTORY

BONUSES

BEHAVIOR
ON WEBSITE

Product category

DISCOUNTS

Promotional mechanics
Triple cash back
Discount promo code
Installment plan
Sale
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Speech analytics
In mid–2020, the Data Science Center began focusing on ways to develop
speech analytics. Analytical models are primarily applied by creating chatbots
that automate standard customer queries, thereby reducing the load on call
center operators and boosting service speed.
In addition to chatbots, models have been introduced in speech analytics to
analyze customer product reviews and highlight key features from them.
Analyzing customer reviews and queries helps to identify important product
features for use in assortment planning, as well as improve scenarios for
recommendations and product selection.

Demand forecasting with machine learning
Machine learning algorithms help to make demand forecasting for certain
items more accurate and take into account correlations in data that are not
obvious to humans.

We are developing two areas in our forecasting models:
for regular demand and during promotional periods.
Demand forecasting is used for 30,000 items at more
than 1,000 M.Video and Eldorado retail stores on a weekly
basis. It takes into account store location, traffic,
seasonality, the speed of retail sales and potential
volume of online orders collected in person.

As such, the introduction of machine learning algorithms can significantly
optimize not only forecasting itself but also associated costs, such as for the
use of storage facilities or transport.
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Cloud infrastructure
In 2020, the Data Science Center team was one of the first in the market to
use cloud technologies to manage machine learning infrastructure by creating
environments in the cloud for the development and use of their products.
By transitioning to the cloud, we managed to triple the amount of resources
for machine learning development, which made it possible to simultaneously
conduct around 100 pilot projects and experiments, while also significantly
reducing costs. In 2020, the cloud was used for machine learning tasks. In 2021,
we plan to transfer analytical data storage to the cloud in an effort to gain
even greater flexibility and further growth opportunities.

The Data Science Center’s priorities for 2021 are:
• strengthening the team to prioritize work on product range, pricing
and promotions;
• creating a team of recommender services for the Eldorado brand;
• optimizing the logistics platform by introducing products based
on machine learning algorithms into the main logistics processes:
replenishment, transport management and planning delivery quotas,
among others;
• building a data platform that provides Company analysts with an
environment and methodology to test hypotheses and create interactive
dashboards.
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